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Preface
Since from the cover of this thesis the incorrect impression might have been
made that the work presented here is the results of my efforts alone, I would
like to use the space at the start of this thesis to acknowledge and thank the
persons that have made valuable contributions over the last four years.
Most of the research presented in this thesis has been performed on excellent structures or high quality materials that were manufactured, grown and
provided by Dr. M. Henini, Prof. dr. L. Eaves, Dr. P.C. Main and Prof. dr.
B.L. Gallagher from the University of Nottingham. As is the case in all experiments, the quality of the material studied determines (at least in first order)
the quality of the results produced, and I am therefore very thankful to them,
both for supplying me with the structures as well as for the scientific discussion
about our results. Also I would like to acknowledge Rhonda Hyndman and especially Simon Stoddart (University of Nottingham) for the help in obtaining
and discussing the results on our double-layer 2DHG project which seemed
promising at the time.
A special word of thanks should also be directed to Sergei Dubonos from
the Institute of Microelectronics Technology in Chernovolovka (Russia) for the
(EB-)lithography needed to produce the Hall micromagnetometers that were
used to measure the magnetization of sub micron ferromagnetic and superconducting particles described in chapters 4, 5 and 6. Dear Sergei, thanks a lot
for the many (broken) Hall bars you fabricated for me. Without your help,
none of the work described in the above chapters would have been possible.
Also thanks for your patience and confidence that eventually nice results would
come out. I hope chapters 4, 5 and 6 prove you were right!
In the early stages of the work with the Hall magnetometer, I benefitted
significantly from the cooperation with Dr. Luise Theil Kuhn (formerly known
as Hansen). During both her visits to our laboratory, we managed to get a
better grip on our measurement system and we eliminated several sources of
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problems and measurement-errors.
I would also like to acknowledge Prof. dr. F.M. Peeters and Dr. I.K. Marmorkos (University of Antwerp) for the theoretical support on the tunneling
experiments reported in chapter 3. And once more Prof. dr. F.M. Peeters and
Dr. Xi Li for their theoretical work on the ballistic Hall magnetometer.
The last person I want to thank in English (sorry still no Russian) is Prof. dr.
V.F. Gantmakher. I really enjoyed our collaboration on the amorphous indium
oxide measurements we performed in our lab during one of your visits. Thanks
also for sending me the numerous invitations to visit your lab.
Natuurlijk verdienen ook de AIO’s, OIO’s, postdocs, studenten, technici,
bazen en baasjes van het Laboratorium voor Hoge Magneetvelden een pluim.
Allereerst wil ik Ate, Benno, Uli, Alexander, Marc, Urs, Andrea, Stef, Fausto,
Eric en Freddy bedanken voor de vele nachten, week-ends en MegaWatt-uren
(zo niet dagen) gedurende welke ze mij met hun gezelschap hebben verblijt.
Verder ben ik Ate veel dank verschuldigd voor de verbeterde versie van ”benthesis.sty”. Daarnaast verdient kamergenoot Alexander een extra pluim voor
het continu promoten van PC gebruik. Uli, bedankt voor de oorspronkelijke versie van MEAS ULI, dat inmiddels is uitgegroeid tot een alles metend besturings- en meetprogramma en dat nog steeds op onze ”oude” DOSmachines draait. In de computer-context mogen ook Jan van Benthum en Hung
van Luong niet onvermeld blijven. Dankzij hun inspanningen bestaat er inmiddels een goed functionerende digitale infrastructuur op het magneten lab.
Inmiddels wordt dit als ”normaal” ervaren, maar als een van de laatste OIO’s
uit het ”pre”-tijdperk weet ik jullie inspanningen als geen ander te waarderen.
Bedankt dus.
Verder wil ik Jos Rook apart vermelden, voor zijn zelf gebouwde en ontworpen in-situ rotatie inserts op He temperatuur (289 mK), de plastic mengkoeler, de variabele ”hoge” temperaturen insert, de perfecte kranen-borden en
de hulp bij het installeren van de tweede 18.5 T supergeleider (in N3090). Vervolgens Henk voor zijn goede oplossingen voor wat voor mij problemen waren
op het electro-technisch vlak. Tenslotte wil ik nog Harry en natuurlijk (last but
not least) Klaas bedanken voor het altijd beschikbaar zijn van magneet-tijd en
ijs en Lijnis voor alle tussendoor-klusjes.
Ook wil ik Theo, Jan Hendriks en Hans Faassen een compliment maken
voor de altijd goede en relaxte sfeer tijdens het practicum geven. Hierdoor
werd de onderwijsverplichting een stuk plezieriger.
Als laatste wil ik ook de (min of meer) fanatieke vrijdagmiddag-voetballers
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bedanken die voor een altijd zeer stimulerende afsluiting / onderbreking van
een zware werkweek zorgden en die, in voor mij minder goed verlopen
(meet)periodes, het af en toe flink moesten ontgelden.

Nijmegen, januari 1999

Sjoerd Lok
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The common denominator of the work described in this thesis is the use of a
two dimensional electron gas (2DEG). 2DEGs are realized in semiconductor
heterostructures by selectively growing thin layers of semiconducting materials
with different band gaps on top of each other. The present growth techniques
(molecular beam epitaxy or chemical vapor deposition) allow deposition of
such layers with mono layer precision. I have used one of the most commonly
studied 2D systems, namely the one that consists of GaAs and Al Ga   As

layers. This system is preferred over others, because the low lattice mismatch
between the two materials enables one to grow almost perfect interfaces. Since
most 2D systems are remotely doped, i.e. the charge carriers are separated in
space from the dopant atoms, the dominant scattering mechanism at low temperatures is interface scattering, and the presence of a perfect interface can
result in extremely high mobilities of the charge carriers (up to 1.2  10 


cm V  s  [1]). This large mobility leads to a very long scattering time.

Furthermore, the low density (typically 0.5 - 5.0  10 cm   ) is responsible
for the relatively low Fermi energy (typically 1.8-18 meV or 20-200 K). The
above specifics make the 2DEG an ideal system for investigating i) effects that
arise from many-particle interactions or ii) transport phenomena in the ballistic
regime, both of which are the topic of this thesis.
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss many-body
effects in resonant tunneling from the 2DEG in high magnetic fields. Chapter 4
describes a novel, extremely sensitive magnetization measurement technique
that uses the Hall response of 2D electrons moving ballistically in a narrow
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channel etched in a 2DEG. Chapters 5 and 6 use this technique for studying
magnetization of individual ferromagnetic particles that consist of only a few
domains.

1.1

2DEGs in perpendicular magnetic fields

When subjected to a strong perpendicular magnetic field at low temperatures
the energy spectrum of the 2DEG is drastically modified. Because of the
Lorenz force acting on the electrons, this energy spectrum is no longer continuous. Instead, it is split up into a series of discrete levels (Landau levels) each
of which is separated from the next by the cyclotron energy. When increasing
the magnetic field, successive Landau levels pass through the Fermi energy and
this is reflected in physical properties like magnetization (de Haas-van Alphen
effect [2, 3]), longitudinal resistivity (Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations) and
transverse resistivity (integer and fractional quantum Hall effects [4, 5]). The
last mentioned effects are among the greatest surprises in physics and both
the discovery of the integer quantum Hall effect by Von Klitzing as well as
the discovery and partial explanation of the fractional quantum Hall effect (at
=1/3 and =2/3) by Tsui, Stormer and Laughlin were awarded Nobel prizes
(in 1985 and 1998, respectively). The interest in the latter effect stems mostly
from a fundamental point of view; in the fractional quantum Hall regime the
strongly correlated electron system can be regarded as a quantum fluid like liquid helium or the condensate in a superconductor. However, there is a much
greater control of the relevant physical parameters in 2D semiconductor structures than in other systems. This and the quasi 0D density of states in the
2DEG, obtained at low temperatures and in high magnetic fields, has prooven
very favourable for observing collective effects; new types of excitations (e.g.
Skyrmions at =1) and particles (e.g. composite fermions at =1/2, 3/2, 5/2,
1/4 and 3/4) have already been discovered. I expect double-layer 2D semiconductor systems, which posess two additional degrees of freedom (symmetric or
anti-symmetric wavefunction; left or right quantum well), to bring even more
surprises in the next years. The integer quantum Hall effect, on the other hand,
also has a practical application. The fourth quantized plateau is used as an
extremely accurate resistance standard in laboratories all over the world (the

relative accuracy of the quantized transverse resistivity is better than 10  ,
which is four orders of magnitude better than existing standard resistors).
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1.2 Tunneling spectroscopy
According to quantum mechanics, elementary particles can exhibit both a particle and wave like character and tunneling spectroscopy makes use of the wave
like character of the electron. Classically, the penetration of an electron through
an energy barrier is forbidden. Quantum mechanically, however, it is possible
for the electron wave to penetrate the barrier. The decay of the electron wave is
exponential versus the width and the height of the barrier, which, in my system,
is controlled by the aluminum content in the Al Ga   As barrier. By making

the appropriate choice of thicknesses and aluminum content, one can design
structures in which the tunneling is significant. The structure I have used in my
tunneling experiments is a so called double-barrier resonant tunneling device
(DBRTD), first used in 1974 by Chang, Esaki and Tsu [6]. It consists of a GaAs
quantum well sandwiched between two Al Ga   As barriers. On the bottom

side of the bottom barrier and the top side of the top barrier, an undoped GaAs
layer is grown followed by the doped contact regions. When biased, a 2DEG
is formed in the undoped GaAs region (accumulation layer) adjacent to one of
the barriers. By tuning the applied bias, the energy levels in the quantum well
can be brought into resonance with the energy level in the accumulation layer
and a current will flow through the device. From the magnitude of the current
we learn about the overlap of the wavefunctions of the energy levels from and
to which the tunneling occurs, while the voltages at which the current (or its
derivative) peaks give us information about the energies of those levels.

1.3 Tunneling spectroscopy of 2DEGs in accumulation layers: many-body blockade of resonant tunneling of 2D electrons
Tunneling into 2DEGs formed in accumulation layers and subjected to quantizing perpendicular magnetic fields have been the subject of intense studies in
the past (for a review see [7]) and the results previously obtained on this system
were adequately described by the single particle theory. With improvements in
growth technology, however, better and cleaner devices have become available
and in at least two cases [8, 9] the single particle theory has failed.

15
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Chapter 2 presents another hitherto unnoticed many-body effect in this system. The experiment uses the empty 2D level in the quantum well to probe the
filled 2D level in the accumulation layer. At low temperatures and in high magnetic fields a clear shift of the main resonance over the energy axis is observed.
The magnitude of the shift increases with density and decreases exponentially
with temperature. I argue that the shift reflects the existence of the many-body
perturbation in the strongly correlated electron system which is left behind by
the rapid extraction of an electron out of the system.
A similar shift of the tunnel resonance was observed in previous experiments on separately contacted double quantum well systems [10, 11]. In these
experiments both 2D systems are filled, and the question whether the shift of
the tunnel resonance was a single layer property or arose from interaction between the layers could not be answered. My experiment does provide the answer. In addition, in a DBRTD the planar contacts to the 2DEG allow me to
study also the low field behavior of the shift, whereas in the double quantum
well systems contacts are at the edge of the sample and therefore the vanishing
in-plane conductivity, which occurs whenever the Fermi level is in between
two Landau levels, prevents a reliable analysis. Furthermore, I have extended
measurements to the ”high” temperature range and observed that the shift of
the tunnel resonance itself depends exponentially on temperature, but in an inverse Arrhenius like manner. This is a surprising, novel finding for which there
is no detailed theoretical understanding yet.
The experiment also clarifies one prominent feature observed in a number
of previous experiments on DBRTDs. When measuring the magnetic field dependence of the tunnel current at a fixed bias, there is a decreasing background
current in addition to the Shubnikov-de Haas like oscillations at which the previous experiments mostly focused. This decreasing current (which is due to the
shift of the tunnel resonance) is now understood as being a result of the above
many-body effect.
Common opinion dictates that the Shubnikov-de Haas like oscillations in
the tunnel current are accurately modeled by the single particle theory which
assumes that they originate solely from a self consistent adjustment of the accumulation layer potential profile caused by oscillations in the integrated density
of states below the Fermi energy as successive Landau levels pass through the
Fermi energy. The observation of oscillations in amplitude and energy position
of the tunnel resonance in the fractional quantum Hall regime (at =2/3 and
16
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1/3) contradicts this idea. I also note that rather large density fluctuations are
needed to explain the magnitude of the oscillations.

1.4 Tunneling spectroscopy of impurity states
The experiments described in chapter 3 also  make use of DBRTDs. The quantum well of these DBRTDs is intentionally -doped with a low concentration
of silicon impurities (4 or 8  10 cm   ). These impurities can bind electrons
and therefore they cause an additional density of states in the quantum well
with energies below that of the lowest 2D electron subband. In contrast to the
experiments of chapter 2, the present experiments use the filled energy level in
the accumulation layer to study the empty impurity related energy levels in the
quantum well.

The -doped DBRTDs have been studied before and two type of resonances
have already been identified; i) the D -resonance and ii) the donor-molecule
resonances. Because of the low concentration of the silicon impurities, the average distance between the impurities is large compared to the Bohr radius and
on average the energy levels of these impurities can be treated as unperturbed
1s (or D ) states with the additional quantum well confinement. Tunneling
through these 1s states has been observed before [13, 14]; during the tunneling
process an electron from the 2DEG tunnels to the impurity that switches from
positively charged (D ) to neutral (D ) during the process.
Because of the randomness during growth there is a finite probability that
two or more impurities are located at a distance smaller or comparable to
the Bohr radius. The energy levels that these impurity clusters or ”donormolecules” cause, lie deeper in the quantum well. The deepest levels are
usually isolated; they come into resonance at low biases and before the next
donor-molecule level comes into resonance the previous one is already out of
resonance. Tunneling through such an individual donor-molecule level has also
been demonstrated [8, 12].
Chapter 3 discusses the first observation of yet another impurity related
resonance in these intentionally doped devices. The resonance becomes visible
at low temperatures (T  6 K) and occurs at a bias between the main resonance
and the D -resonance indicating a low binding energy of the corresponding
donor state. In high magnetic fields its amplitude becomes significantly larger
17
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than that of the D resonance, which points to a large spatial extend of the
donor wavefunction and, in addition, rules out excited donor states as possible
candidates for the origin of the resonance. The absolute value of the binding
energy, its magnetic field dependence and the large amplitude in high magnetic
fields are all consistent with the picture that the resonance originates from the
tunneling through a D  state. In this process the impurity switches from neutral
(D ) to negatively charged (D  ).
This D  -ion (in analogy with the atomic H  -ion) thus consists of a singly
positively charged donor atom that binds two additional electrons. It is the simplest ”many-body” system and provides information about electron-electron
interactions. Studying the D  -ion in GaAs/Al Ga   As heterostructures rather

than the H  -ion in atomic physics, has the advantage that due to the low effective mass of the electrons (0.067 m ) and the high dielectric constant of the
GaAs (13.18), the effective magnetic field over which the H  -ion can be studied is enhanced by roughly a factor of two and a half thousand. An interesting
possibility offered by semiconductor heterostructures is to study the influence
of quantum confinement on the D  spectrum. This possibility attracted significant interest in the last years and the research has therefore mainly focused
on D  -ions in a quasi-2D geometry. All previous experimental information on
D  states in a confined geometry has come exclusively from far infrared optical
experiments performed on doped multiple quantum well samples or superlattices and one might expect mini band formation in these structures to modify
the energy spectrum of the D  -ion. In my system, the D  -ion could be studied
in a single quantum well. As a drawback I note that the presence of a nearby
2DEG could lead to screening induced changes in the behavior of D  -ions.
Presently there is significant theoretical interest in the ”remote” or ”spatially separated” H  -ion, which consists of a positively charged hydrogen atom
on the  -axis at a distance from the (x,y)-plane and two electrons in the (x,y)plane bound by the hydrogen atom (see for instance: [15–19]). Changes in
the symmetry of the remote H  -ground state and even the complete disappearance of the remote H  -ground state (”magnetic evaporation”) at finite, i.e. in
semiconductor heterostructures accessible, perpendicular magnetic fields have

been predicted. In DBRTDs the remote D  might be realized by -doping the
barrier of the device [20]. A change in symmetry of the remote D  state could
be reflected in both the amplitude and the magnetic field dependence of the
18
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resonance, while the magnetic evaporation of the D  -ion will cause the disappearance of the resonance.

1.5 Ballistic Hall micromagnetometry
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 make another use of the 2DEG. In the experiments described in these chapters the transport of electrons is no longer perpendicular
to the 2DEG, but in the plane of the 2DEG. Moreover, the flow of electrons in
this plane is restricted to a narrow channel etched in the 2DEG. The large Hall
coefficient and the long mean free path of electrons in the high mobility 2DEG
are employed as a tool for studying magnetic properties of other systems, i.e.
tiny ferromagnetic (or superconducting) particles. Miniaturization of the Hall
probes enables one to probe locally the distortion of the magnetic field around
a tiny magnetic particle and this supplies information about its magnetization.
In essence, the micromagnetometry technique is similar to a SQUID with a
tiny detection loop.

In 1879 E.N. Hall [21] discovered that the transverse resistance of a thin
gold plate was proportional to the applied magnetic field and the inverse free
carrier concentration while the sign of the transverse resistance was determined
by the type of charge carriers that were present, an effect now known as the Hall
effect.
Because of the low concentration of charge carriers in 2D semiconductor systems, the Hall effect is most prominently present and therefore the
sensitivity of the transverse resistance to magnetic fields is huge. Furthermore, the high mobilities allow ballistic transport over distances of several
micrometers. About ten years ago the ballistic transport in narrow quantum
wires was the topic of intense research activity (for a review see: [22, 23]).
It was observed that in low magnetic fields the Hall resistance could be
enhanced, reduced or even completely quenched [24–27]. A convincing
explanation for these peculiarities was put forward in Ref. [28] using the
Landauer-Büttiker formalism [29]. This formalism describes the ballistic
transport in terms of transmission and reflection probabilities of the various
modes propagating in the system. With Monte-Carlo simulations these transmission and reflection probabilities were determined and it was demonstrated
19
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that the enhancement, reduction or quenching of the Hall resistance results
from the curvature of the corners that connect the Hall leads to the narrow wire.
Chapter 4 describes an in-house developed device for measuring magnetization of individual, extremely small magnetic particles. The device
consists of a narrow 2D channel with perpendicular side arms fabricated from
a high mobility, near surface 2DEG. The transport of electrons through the
wire is practically ballistic, but since the corners that attach the Hall leads
to the wire are nearly rectangular, the Hall resistance suffers only mildly
from the enhanced Hall response. At the surface above the Hall cross, a
magnetic particle is positioned. The particle causes a stray magnetic field
in the 2DEG underneath it and the micromagnetometer registers this in its
Hall response. Using the above approach, it was shown [30, 31] that for not
too strong variations of the magnetic field in the 2DEG, the ballistic Hall
response is proportional to the average magnetic field in the cross. This allows
a straightforward quantitative analysis of the data.
The development of the new technique is important because it allows noninvasive access to a thermodynamic quantity of individual mesoscopic superconducting [32, 33] and ferromagnetic particles [34].
So far, resistance measurements were the only source of experimental
data on mesoscopic superconductivity and only the region around T could
be probed. With ballistic Hall micromagnetometry it has become possible to
study i) mesoscopic superconductors well below T and ii) a thermodynamic
quantity of an individual mesoscopic superconductor.
For magnetization measurements of individual mesoscopic ferromagnetic
particles two other techniques are available, but both techniques have their
drawbacks. i) Micro-SQUIDs [35] have comparable sensitivity to our ballistic Hall magnetometer, but they only function at temperatures below 8 K
and only in magnetic fields oriented parallel to the SQUID, while ii) magnetic
resonance force microscopy [36] has a worse sensitivity, is not completely noninvasive (because of the rather large field gradients used) and has so far only
been demonstrated at room temperature. Our technique is a good supplement,
since it allows application of the magnetic field in all directions and since it
works over a large temperature range (T  80 K). Disadvantages of our technique are i) the rather slow data acquisition rate and ii) the somewhat involving
fabrication procedure of the device that at present needs to be repeated for ev20
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ery sample. A way to circumvent the latter disadvantage, is to use one empty
Hall micromagnetometer in combination with an atomic force microscope for
the (preferably in situ) placing of the magnetic particle.

1.6 Mesoscopic ferromagnetism
The technique discussed in chapter 4 allows non-invasive access to thermodynamic properties of individual, small magnetic particles. Chapters 5 and 6
demonstrate the usefulness of the technique by studying magnetization reversal
in ferromagnetic (nickel) particles that consist of only a few domains.
Magnetic properties of small particles have attracted significant interest
for many decades. These properties were traditionally addressed by studying
the (ensemble averaged) response of powdered samples consisting of millions
of presumably identical particles. Such an approach to access properties
of an individual particle, however, suffers from a smearing over different
sizes, shapes, structures, orientations, defects and/or interactions between the
particles. It is only in the last years that, due to the increasing knowledge
of micro fabrication and motivated by the increasing need for high storage
density media, new techniques have been developed [35, 36] which give
access to the magnetization of individual small magnetic particles.
In chapter 5 the ballistic Hall micromagnetometry is used to measure
magnetization reversal in small nickel particles with sizes down to 100 nm.
The experiments make use of one of the unique features of the technique,
namely the large temperature range in which our magnetometer can be
operated. Below  20 K the hysteresis loops of the particles no longer
show inversion symmetry in magnetic field. It is shown that this absence
of inversion symmetry is due to a nanoscopic amount of pinned magnetic
moment (  4  10 ). Nevertheless, this small magnetic moment completely
determines how the domain structure in the particle enters and evolves. The
behavior versus applied magnetic field and temperature suggests that a phase
transition occurs around 20 K, possibly within the NiO surface layer.
Finally, chapter 6 studies the temperature dependence of the annihilation
process of an individual domain in the particles. It is shown that in the temperature range from 6 to 80 K, the annihilation can be described by a simple
21
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theory that treats the process as thermally activated over a single energy barrier. Significant deviations occur below 6 K and they are accompanied by the
appearance of several nearly identical magnetization reversal paths that can be
taken. This is evidenced by a splitting of the distribution of annihilation fields.
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Chapter 2
Many body blockade of resonant
tunneling of two dimensional
electrons
Abstract
In high magnetic fields tunneling of two dimensional electrons
requires an extra energy to overcome an effective barrier due to
electron-electron interaction. This barrier is clearly visible as a
shift of the tunnel resonance to higher biases. The filling fac= 1 marks a surprisingly rapid transition between lowtor
field (quadratically developing shift) and high-field (saturation)
regimes. At low temperatures, the many-body shift decays linearly
with increasing temperature which can be attributed to coupling of
a tunneling electron to phonon-like excitations in the correlated
electron system.

2.1 Resonant tunneling spectroscopy of a 2DEG
Since the pioneering work of Chang, Esaki and Tsu [1] a great deal of attention
has been paid to studying physics of resonant tunneling and the single-particle
Part of this work has been published in:
J.G.S. Lok, A.K. Geim, J.C. Maan, L. Eaves, A. Nogaret, P.C. Main and
M. Henini, Physical Review B 56, 3630 (1997).
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approach is found to be generally adequate to describe this long-familiar system. However, it has recently become clear that many-body phenomena can
also play a substantial role in resonant tunneling and even lead to qualitative
changes in its behavior. Such changes have been observed in two specific situations: as a Fermi-edge singularity for the tunneling of 2D electrons through
a strongly localized state of a single impurity [2] and as a plasmon replica in
asymmetric resonant tunneling devices (RTDs) in the regime of charge accumulation [3].
In this chapter we show that electron-electron interaction is also responsible for another qualitative feature which can readily be seen in the behavior of
conventional RTDs with a two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at the emitter interface. The interaction leads to a clearly noticeable shift of the tunnel
resonance to higher biases when a strong magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the 2DEG. Such a shift indicates the emergence of an extra barrier
which restrains electron tunneling. We explain this shift in terms of so-called
Coulomb (quasi-)gap [4] which has recently been observed for equilibrium
tunneling between two 2D-electron systems [5–7] and, subsequently, attracted
significant theoretical interest [8–13]. The observation of the quasi-gap as a
first-order effect in resonant tunneling which survives up to temperatures of
several tens of Kelvin is only one of the points of this chapter. Further, the
process which controls the tunnel current in our RTDs is tunneling from the
emitter 2DEG into the empty quantum well. This essentially distinguishes
our system from double-layer devices [5–7] giving further information about
the nature of the Coulomb quasi-gap. Firstly, the evidence for the many-body
blockade in the system with a single 2DEG proves that the intra- rather than
inter- layer interaction dominates this effect [13]. Secondly, free supply of electrons into the emitter 2DEG from the parallel planar contact layer effectively
removes the strongly oscillating in-plane 2DEG magnetoresistance which has
hampered the accuracy of measurements in the double 2DEG systems in low
magnetic fields. In our system, we have been able to accurately measure magnetic field and temperature dependences of the quasi-gap which both appear to
be remarkable. In high magnetic fields, the many-body shift exhibits saturation
to a value of about  (T=0)  e /r, where r is the average electron spacing in
the 2DEG, in agreement with the previous work on double 2DEG systems. In
low fields, we have found a quadratic dependence on B which cannot be explained by current theories. The transition point between the two regimes is
clearly marked by the filling factor = 1 and cannot be connected to any other
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Figure 2.1: Suppression of the tunnel current by a strong magnetic field parallel to the current at biases near the onset of the
resonance ( = 1 at B  6 T;  =4.2 K). Inset: schematic diagram of the conduction-band profile of our devices under bias.
Electron tunneling occurs from the emitter 2DEG through the
two dimensional subband in the quantum well.

meaningful filling factor, e.g. = 2 or 2/3. This is an indication that the quasigap involves spin correlations. Thirdly, the observed temperature dependence
of the interaction shift is well described by the unusual exponential dependence  (0)exp[-  k T/  (0)] (  1) within the whole temperature range. At
low temperatures, this yields the linear dependence  (T)   (0) - k T which,
we speculate, indicates contribution to the tunnel process of thermally excited
phonon-like plasmons inside the correlated electron system.
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2.2

The undoped double-barrier resonant tunneling device

We have studied magnetotunneling of 2D electrons using (AlGa)As doublebarrier RTDs. A schematic band diagram of our devices under bias is shown in
the inset in Figure 2.1. Due to the presence of an undoped spacer layer between
the (AlGa)As emitter barrier and the n-doped contact region, a 2DEG is formed
in the accumulation layer at the emitter interface. Tunneling occurs when the
2DEG comes in resonance with a 2D subband in the quantum well giving rise
to a sharp peak on the I(V) curve (Figure 2.2). Our devices were grown by
molecular beam epitaxy and have the peak-to-valley ratio for the main resonance of about 20 at 4 K, indicating their high quality. A large number of
devices with various layer compositions (different thicknesses of tunnel barriers, the quantum well and spacer layers, various doping profiles) have been
studied. Here, we focus on data for two of our structures which fairly represent
the range of possible behavior in this system. For the first sample, the active
region consists of a 11 nm Al"! Ga"! # As barrier, a 5.8 nm GaAs quantum well

followed by another 8.3 nm Al"! Ga"! # As barrier with 3.4 nm spacer layers.

The second device has a 9.0 nm GaAs quantum well sandwiched between two
5.7nm Al"! Ga"! As barriers followed by 20nm spacer layers. The doping starts

 #
from a low value (2x10 cm  ) over thicknesses of 100 and 300 nm close to
the spacer layers, for the two devices respectively. We discuss the situation
when the current is controlled by tunneling through the emitter barrier and serial resistances due to other parts of the structure can be neglected. For further
details we refer to Refs. [2, 14, 15].

2.3

Magneto-tunneling spectroscopy of the 2DEG

When measuring the tunnel current at a fixed bias below the peak of the main
resonance, the current always first rapidly decreases with increasing magnetic
field and, then, this is followed by a saturation or slower decrease in fields
above = 1. Figure 2.1 shows that this is a primary effect with the current
being suppressed by a factor of 2.5 or more [16]. Full $&%('*) characteristics
measured for different values of the magnetic field reveal that the suppression
of tunneling is simply due to the shift of the whole body of the resonance to
higher biases (see Fig. 2.2). The inset shows that the shift is really ”rigid”, cov28
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Figure 2.2: Parallel shift of the tunnel resonance to higher biases when a quantizing magnetic field is applied to the 2DEG
( =4.2 K). Inset: the same resonance in the logarithmic scale.

ering the whole range of the exponential increase in the tunnel current down to
the regime of impurity-related tunneling [2, 14]. From the phenomenological
point of view the magnetic field acts as if the energy of the 2D subband in the
quantum well (the Fermi level in the 2DEG) is moved upwards (downwards)
with increasing magnetic field. The shift of the main resonance may sometimes be accompanied by changes in its amplitude; however, if the resonance
is normalized to the peak value, the rigid shift of the front part of the resonance
is always evident. The part beyond the resonance usually experiences some
changes as the resonance becomes more symmetric in high magnetic fields, in
agreement with theory [17].
Another important experimental fact which elucidates the nature of the observed shift is that the value of the magnetic field where the saturation occurs,
corresponds to filling factor 1 in the emitter 2DEG (filling factor is found from
the period of the magneto-oscillations). This indicates that the shift is related
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to quantization in the 2DEG. Furthermore, rotating the field direction relatively to the plane of the emitter 2DEG confirms that the shift is 2D in nature.
The magnitude of the shift is found to be several mV depending on the layer
composition and 2D electron concentration n in different devices. Converting
the voltage shift into the energy [2, 14, 15], we find that at low temperatures
the additional energy  required for resonant tunneling in high fields varies

between 2 and 5 meV for different devices with n between 0.7 and 3  10
cm   . Note that  does not correspond to any other obvious energy scale in
the problem. The energy  increases with increasing n (see Figure 2.3) and,
within the data scatter for different devices, can be described by the dependence
E
 ( 8;:=<B> ) = A e /r C n D (AF 0.55 - 0.75) [5–13].
As mentioned above, the observed shift of the tunnel resonance to higher
bias is not expected in a simple single-particle theory of resonant tunnel30
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ing [18, 19]. In fact, the onset of the resonance is due to 2D electrons at
the Fermi level which tunnel with energy conservation but without momentum conservation due to the presence of impurity and interface scattering. On
the other hand, the 2D Fermi level is pinned to the Fermi level in the doped
contact region because the corresponding series resistance of the spacer layers is negligibly small. Since the zero-point energy shift G HJIK /2 (lowest Landau
level) is the same for all parts of the structure, the single-particle theory of magnetotunneling predicts that the onset of the tunnel resonance is independent of
the value of the perpendicular magnetic field. We note that we considered a
number of other reasons which could speculatively lead to a shift of the resonance. Among those are magnetoresistance of the spacer regions or the emitter
2DEG, change in the shape of the emitter confinement, tunneling with momentum conservation, nonparabolicity of the energy spectrum in the quantum
well and misalignment of the magnetic field with respect to the 2DEG. All
such speculations are in qualitative disagreement with the discussed behavior
or have been ruled out by additional experiments (e.g., rotation in the magnetic
field, changing its polarity and capacitance measurements). A straightforward
explanation for the observed shift is given by employing the concept of the
Coulomb quasi-gap observed in recent experiments on equilibrium tunneling
of 2D electrons [5–7]. The many-body gap can be interpreted as being due to
local excitations left in a 2D system by rapid extraction of a tunneling electron.
In high magnetic fields 2D electrons become strongly correlated as the magnetic field quenches their kinetic energy. Then, extraction of an electron out of
the correlated system leaves local plasmon excitations. Hence, an additional
energy (or bias) has to be supplied to the system to provide the energy conservation in the whole tunnel process which now includes the plasmon emission.
The value of the ”gap” corresponds to the interaction energy e /r and the gap
appears in high magnetic fields and at low temperatures when the 2D system is
strongly correlated. Applying this concept to our experimental system explains
the observed shift, its absolute value and the concentration dependence [5–13].
We have used the new experimental situation (single 2DEG; vertical supply of electrons) to study the behavior of the many-body blockade at high temperatures and in low magnetic fields. The temperature dependence is plotted
in Figure 2.4. As expected [6], the thermal energy k T required to suppress
the blockade is of the same order of magnitude as the gap itself  (0)/kL
40 K (Fig. 2.4). The resonance becomes slightly smaller (and broader) with
increasing temperature up to 70 K but its position in zero magnetic field is
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Figure 2.4: Temperature dependence of the energy required to
overcome the additional barrier caused by the magnetic field.
Experimental data are shown by dots; the dotted line is the
best fit by the function S%(TJ) exp[-  k T/ S%9TJ) ] with  1; the
dashed line is the linear suppression S%=U) = 7%9TJ) - k T. The
inset shows in more detail the evolution of the resonance position with increasing temperature (1,8,15,25 K) in the fields of
0 T and 20 T ( = 1/2).

temperature independent (see inset in Fig. 2.4). On the other hand, in high
magnetic fields the resonance shifts to lower biases with increasing temperature, gradually approaching its zero-field position. This unambiguously indicates that all the additional energy is related to the magnetically quantized state
of the 2D system and the blockade of tunneling is absent in zero field. Further,
the temperature dependence of the shift of the resonance shown in Fig. 2.4
can be well described by the exponential function  (0)exp[-k T/ (0)], which
is drastically different from the Arrhenius dependence exp[- (0)/k T] or the
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Fermi function. In the absence of a theory for such behavior, we note that at
low temperatures (T VW (0)/k ) the experimental dependence is also well described by the linear function  (T) =  (0) - k T (dashed line in Fig. 2.4). We
speculate that this dependence suggests phonon-like excitations in the strongly
correlated electron system. Such phonons (analogous to acoustic phonons but
in an electron glass) have a characteristic energy k T and can couple with tunneling electrons, thus supplying the extra energy of the order of k T necessary
to overcome the blockade. At higher temperatures (k T X ), the correlated
system melts and the gap completely disappears.
Figure 2.5a shows the magnetic field dependence of the quasi-gap over
the field interval from 0 to 20 T for the two samples discussed. The 2DEG
concentrations differ by a factor of about 2. The solid and dashed lines are
obtained directly by fixing the tunnel current and sweeping the magnetic field.
This procedure accurately measures the shift of the tunnel resonance if its form
does not change. This is the case for the device depicted by the dashed curve in
Fig. 2.5a. For the solid curve, the amplitude of the resonance slightly decreases
in fields above 12 T and this leads to the artifact that the solid curve goes up.
The real shift is obtained by normalizing the resonance amplitudes in different
fields (dotted curve). One can see that with increasing field the gap develops
non-monotonically and can exhibit strong magneto-oscillations.
The exact amplitude and phase of the oscillations are found from a measurement of the capacitance, the shift and the amplitude of the resonance (see
Figure 2.5). Integer filling factors are known to occur at minima in the capacitance [20–22] and from Figure 2.5 it is evident that this corresponds to peaks
in the amplitude of the resonance and to a position on the down going flank
of the oscillations in the gap. Previously (see for instance [18, 19]) these oscillations in the shift of the resonance have been explained as being due to a
self-consistent adjustment of the accumulation layer, due to density changes.
When the magnetic field is increased, Landau levels pass through the Fermi
energy and the total integrated density of states oscillates. Since the accumulation layer potential is to a large extend determined by the charged stored in
it, this potential will adjust itself when the density is oscillating. We are confident, however, that the observed shift of the resonance is not due to a decreased
density. Such a large shift would require a density change of about 30%, while
from the periodicity of the positions of the magneto capacitance minima, we
find that integer filling factor occurs always at the same density within our experimental resolution of 3%. We note that at low temperatures (T  1.5 K) a
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2.4 Conclusions
small but clear increase in the value of the gap is observed at = 2/3 and 1/3.
When the amplitude of the oscillations in the value of the gap is small, two
field regimes can be clearly distinguished. In low fields, the gap is described by
a quadratic dependence, while in high fields it rapidly saturates. The quadratic
growth of the quasi-gap is predicted in Ref. [12] but the rate of this increase is
one order of magnitude larger than that measured in our experiment. We note
that the theory [12] considers the clean limit in the 2DEG while in our structures impurity scattering is maybe important at the onset of the resonance. In
high magnetic fields (  1), there is a smaller increase in the gap value which
can be described as a square-route dependence offset from the origin at zero
field. Such a weak field dependence is expected because the magnetic length
l` still does not reach the classical limit for the interacting system (l`aV r).
Note that the transition between the two field regimes is remarkably sharp and
for all studied samples is determined by the filling factor = 1 and not by the
absolute value of the magnetic field. The filling factor = 1 is marked by arrows in Fig. 2.5 and it is clear that the transition between the two field regimes
occurs at the spin-splitted state and not at = 2. This indicates that the observed ”gap” is not only related to the Coulomb interaction between electrons
but that also their spin correlations are involved.

2.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, many-body interaction causes considerable and easily observable changes in $&%('*) characteristics of conventional resonant tunneling devices. This phenomenon survives even at elevated temperatures of several
tens of Kelvins. The temperature dependence can not be explained by present
theories and indicates coupling of the initial state of the tunnel electron with
phonon-like excitations in the correlated electron system. The point of the
crossover between the low- and high- field regimes indicates that spin correlations are important for description of the quasi-gap. We observe a quadratic
evolution of the gap in low fields but its amplitude is considerably smaller than
predicted.
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Chapter 3
D centers probed by resonant
tunneling spectroscopy
Abstract
A donor-related resonance is observed in double-barrier resonant
tunneling devices with Si donors incorporated in the quantum well.
In high magnetic fields the resonance becomes dominant over the
1s resonance associated with the ground state of a single donor.
The bias position of the donor resonance, its magnetic field dependence, and large amplitude indicate unambiguously that the resonance is due to tunneling through the ground state of a shallow
donor with two bound electrons (D  level).

3.1 The Db ion
A shallow, hydrogenic atom which binds an extra electron is the simplest
”many-body” electronic system. This system (D  ion) is a basic test for our
understanding of many-body phenomena and has attracted significant interest,
both theoretical and experimental, since the early days of quantum mechanics.
This work has been published in:
J.G.S. Lok, A.K. Geim, J.C. Maan, I. Marmorkos, F.M. Peeters, N. Mori,
L. Eaves, T.J. Foster, P.C. Main and M. Henini, Physical Review B 53, 9554
(1996).

D  centers probed by resonant tunneling spectroscopy
The behavior of D  states becomes most prominent in a confined [quasi two
dimensional (2D)] geometry and in strong magnetic fields where the research
has focused in recent years [1–12]. So far, all experimental information about
D  states has come exclusively from optical measurements.
In this chapter we report an observation of the D  state in tunneling spectroscopy. A donor-related resonance has been
found in double-barrier resonant

tunneling devices (RTD) with intentional -doping by Si in the center plane
of the quantum well. This resonance appears in addition to the known resonance due to tunneling through the ground state (D , 1s state) of the shallow donors [13]. The additional peak is clearly visible in high magnetic fields
where its amplitude becomes significantly larger than the amplitude of the D
peak. The novel resonance can not be explained by tunneling via excited states
of a shallow donor which are expected to yield a much smaller tunnel current
and also a stronger field dependence of the binding energy. The observed behavior is in agreement with that expected from a D  center in high magnetic
fields.
There are two important aspects in the observation of D  centers in a tunneling experiment. First, tunneling spectroscopy gives directly the binding energy of the donor state and this information is complementary to that obtained
in an optical experiment where transition energies between excited states or the
ground and excited states are measured. Second, there is much current interest in studying tunneling through a single isolated impurity [14–20]. Shallow
donors in RTD have been found to give rise to resonant features due to not
only the 1s level, but also ”donor molecule” levels and donor states coupled
with random potential fluctuations [16]. The evidence for a strong D  resonance is important for further understanding of the impurity related structure
in resonant tunneling devices.

3.2

The c -doped double barrier resonant tunneling device


We have studied double-barrier RTD with -doping in the center plane of the
quantum well by Si donors with concentrations of 4  10 and 8  10 cm   .
The thickness of both (Al"! Ga"! # )As barriers is 5.7 nm and the width of the

quantum well is 9 nm. We also grew control devices without -doping. For the
exact layer composition and experimental details we refer to Refs. [13–16].
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Figure 3.1: $i%('*) and its derivative near the onset of the main
resonance for the sample 12  m square with Si concentration
4  10 cm   (j =19 T and  =1.2 K). The dashed curve shows
the resonance after subtracting the main resonance contribution. The inset is a schematic energy band diagram for our
RTD’s under bias.

The inset of Fig. 3.1 shows a schematic energy band diagram of our devices
under bias. A current flows when the energy of an electron in a two dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) formed at the emitter interface is resonant with a state in
the quantum well. As the bias is increased, energy levels in the well pass
through the resonant condition leading to a sequence of resonances in the I(V)
characteristics. The lowest
2D subband in the quantum well gives rise to the

main resonance. The -doping gives rise to an additional resonance at smaller
biases which originates from tunneling through the localized ground state (D )
of shallow donors (see the inset). This D resonance has been studied earlier
[13] and corresponds to electron flow via Si donors which switch between D
and D states in the tunneling process.
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3.3

Resonant tunneling spectroscopy of the Db ion
in a magnetic field

We focus below on a resonant feature which emerges at biases close to the onset of the main resonance if a strong magnetic field is applied. The resonance
is shown in Fig. 3.1 where it is clearly seen as a peak in the first derivative
of a typical $i%o'U) characteristic and is also visible as a weak shoulder on the
$i%o'U) characteristic itself ( =1.2 K; j =19 T). The peak amplitude increases
linearly with increasing Si concentration in the well and the peak is absent in
the undoped devices, indicating unambiguously that the state associated with
the resonance is donor related. In low magnetic fields the resonance overlaps
strongly the onset of the main resonance, but we are able to trace the feature in
both $i%o'*) curves and their derivatives for magnetic fields down to 3 T. How42

3.3 Resonant tunneling spectroscopy of the D  ion in a magnetic field
ever, a reliable quantitative analysis of the experimental data appears to be
possible only for fields above 6 T [21]. The novel donor resonance has been
observed in magnetic fields both parallel and perpendicular to the direction of
the tunnel current. In the latter geometry i) the current is strongly field dependent and ii) the large overlap of the novel donor resonance with the main
resonance hampers a reliable quantitative analysis. We therefore only discuss
the results for the parallel field orientation.
Figure 3.2 plots the binding energies for both donor resonances as obtained
from the position of the maximum in the derivative curves (e.g. see Ref. [13]).
A leverage factor  which relates the applied voltage to the energy, is determined experimentally from the Landau level structure at biases above the main
resonance, and, independently, from the temperature dependence of the tunnel current through a single impurity [13–15]. Its value p 0.3 is in good
agreement with modeling of the voltage distribution in our devices. With increasing magnetic field the binding energy of the D resonance increases significantly (see Fig. 3.2) in agreement with the fact that this state is strongly localized [13–16]. The second donor resonance exhibits a somewhat weaker field
dependence. To avoid confusion, we note that the binding energy is counted
with respect to the free electron level in the quantum well, and the position
of the main (free electron) resonance is essentially field independent for the
discussed field direction.
We have also analyzed the field dependence of the amplitude of the donor
resonances. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.3 for devices with donor concentration of 4 and 8  10 cm   . For quantitative analysis of the D  amplitude,
we have to subtract the background current due to the onset of the main resonance. This is done by using a simple exponential curve which fits $i%o'q)
characteristics of the undoped devices at the onset of the main resonance. The
dashed curve in Fig. 3.1 shows the resulting resonance on the $i%o'*) curve. We
emphasize that the essential behavior in Fig. 3.3 is not sensitive to details of
the subtraction procedure. It is seen in Fig. 3.3 that, with increasing magnetic
field the amplitude of the second donor resonance first increases and then decreases slightly at higher fields, while the D resonance decays monotonically
and more rapidly. Note that at 19 T the novel peak becomes nearly ten times
stronger than the D resonance.
The bias position, the weak field dependence of the binding energy and
the large amplitude of the resonance all indicate a large spatial extent of the
corresponding donor state. Such a weakly bound level may be due to either
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excited states of a donor or a more complicated, many-body state such as D  .
To distinguish between these two possibilities, we have calculated the binding
energies for states bound to the lowest Landau level in the quantum well following the procedure discussed in detail in Ref. [7]. The results are shown in
Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2 plots the field dependence of the binding energies for 1s, 2p  ,
3d   , and D  levels. In the high field limit, the field dependence of the D peak
is in excellent agreement with our calculation for the 1s state. However, in low
fields the calculated and experimental dependences differ considerably with a
clear change in the slope of the experimental curve at about 6 T. The change
is clearly associated with the transition of the emitter 2DEG into the quantum
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3.3 Resonant tunneling spectroscopy of the D  ion in a magnetic field
limit ( = 1 at jx 6 T), where only the lowest Landau level is occupied. The
low field behavior is not important for our present discussion and has been
considered in the previous chapter.
As far as the second donor-related peak is concerned, among the excited
states the lowest one (2p  ) is expected to dominate in tunneling (see below).
Figure 3.2 shows clearly that the 2p  has a considerably larger binding energy and can not be responsible for the new peak. On the other hand, the D 
level gives a good fit for both the absolute value of the binding energy and
its field dependence (Fig. 3.2). We note that the accuracy of our data for the
field dependence of the second donor resonance is limited by its broadening in
high magnetic fields and the deviation from the theoretical curve are within the
accuracy of the experiment. The broadening may be due to various donor positions in the well which yield different field dependences for the corresponding
D  states [11, 12].
Another major argument against the interpretation of the donor resonance
in terms of excited levels of a single donor comes from the comparison of
absolute values of the tunneling probabilities for the ground 1s and excited
2p  and 3d   states. In high magnetic fields (  1), we have found that the
square of the overlap integral for tunneling between the lowest Landau level
and the 1s state is about 3 and 7 times larger than for the 2p  and 3d   states,
respectively. The overlap decays rapidly for higher excited states. The smaller
matrix elements can easily be understood as the initial state in the emitter has
a wavefunction with a single maximum, while wave functions of the excited
states are oscillating. The higher the excited level number, the more rapid the
oscillations. The tunnel current depends also on the number of D states in the
quantum well available for the tunnel process. This number does not depend on
whether it is the ground state or an excited state and, therefore, the difference
in the tunneling probabilities leads directly to the same difference in tunnel
current. The large amplitude of the novel resonance indicates that it can not be
due to tunneling via excited states which are expected to give small resonant
peaks not resolved in the experiment.
Figure 3.3 compares the calculated and experimental field dependences for
the resonant current through different single-electron donor states. In the calculation, we have considered tunneling as a scattering problem [22] where a
free electron at the lowest Landau level in the emitter is scattered into the corresponding donor state in the well by the attractive donor potential. Screening
of the donor charge by the 2DEG is taken into account using the Thomas-Fermi
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approximation. The overall value of the tunnel current is used as a single fitting
parameter. Figure 3.3 indicates that the current through excited states remains
small in the whole magnetic field interval. There is no detailed agreement between experiment and theory for the field dependence of the tunnel current,
even for the simplest case of D . Further analysis is required and we speculate
that it may be necessary to take into account a strong local perturbation of the
initial tunnel state in the emitter 2DEG by the positive donor charge [14, 15].
Finally, we note that the strong D  resonance requires the presence of a
considerable number of neutral donors in the quantum well as y is the initial
state in this tunneling process. Such neutral donors may appear due to inelastic
tunneling of 2D electrons into the well [23], but the dominant process is likely
to be the ”dissociation” of a D  ion into two neutral donors (D  + D {z 2D ).
In such a process one of the D  electrons hops or tunnels onto the nearest
positively charged Si atom in the well. This process has a much smaller barrier
than the direct tunneling of a D  electron into the collector contact. Therefore,
we expect that there are few positively charged donors left in the well at biases
corresponding to the D  resonance. This means that the number of initial states
(D ) for the case of D  resonance can be expected to be about the same as the
number of D at the D resonance.

3.4

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have found a strong tunnel resonance through a shallow
donor in the quantum well whose behavior is consistent with tunneling via
a D  center.
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Chapter 4
Ballistic Hall micromagnetometry
Abstract
We report a magnetization measurement technique which allows
quantitative studies of thermodynamic properties of individual sub
micrometer superconducting and ferromagnetic particles.

4.1 Hall probes for magnetization measurements
Hall and magnetoresistive probes have been employed for studying magnetic
properties of various materials for several decades [1, 2]. Most recently, advances in microtechnology have allowed fabrication of such sensors of micrometer size and they were successfully applied for time- and space-resolved
detection of individual vortices in superconductors [3–8]. All previous studies
have focussed on the properties of macroscopic samples. The only exception
is Ref. [9] in which Hall probes were combined with microfabricated arrays of
ferromagnetic particles. In the present chapter, we report on a further development in Hall probe techniques by employing sub micrometer ballistic Hall
probes for studying individual sub micrometer samples. The use of Hall probes
in the regime of ballistic electron transport and samples of size smaller than the
probe size makes a qualitative difference, allowing us to make a link between
This work has been published in:
A.K. Geim, S.V. Dubonos, J.G.S. Lok, I.V. Grigorieva, J.C. Maan, L. Theil
Hansen, and P.E. Lindelof, Applied Physics Letters 71, 2379 (1997).

Ballistic Hall micromagnetometry

Figure 4.1: SEM micrograph of our ballistic Hall micro-magnetometers with
several mesoscopic samples in the sensitive area of the probes.

the detected signal and the sample magnetization. In brief, our technique
can
be described as a solid-state analog of the Lorenz electron microscope, where
an electron beam passes in a close vicinity of a small magnetized object and
the deviations of the beam due to stray magnetic fields are detected [10]. For
the case of the ballistic Hall probe, instead of an electron beam we use a
ballis-tic
electron flow confined within a narrow metal wire. The Hall leads that are
symmetrically attached to the central wire serve as a sensitive detector of the
smallest deviations in the direction of the electron ”beam”.

4.2 The ballistic Hall micromagnetometer
Figure 4.1 shows a SEM micrograph of one of our working devices. It is a
multi terminal wire (a set of five Hall crosses) fabricated from a GaAs/GaAlAs
heterostructure with a high-mobility two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
em-bedded
at 60 nm below the surface. To make such devices, we have used two
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stages of photo lithography to define contact pads and conventional AuGeNi
contacts to the 2DEG and leave the 2DEG only within the central area of about
100  100  m between them. This area is subsequently used to make in the
2DEG the wire pattern shown in Fig. 4.1 with the help of electron-beam lithography having a resolution of about 0.1  m. Using the second round of electronbeam lithography, we expose the resist to make openings of various sizes in the
central, sensitive area of the Hall crosses (this procedure requires high accuracy
of the pattern alignment). The final step is evaporation of the required material
and lift off. In Fig. 4.1 the samples are four Al disks of the diameter d from 0.2
to 1  m (thickness 0.15  m) and the last Hall probe is left empty to serve as
a reference. The presence of a diamagnetic or ferromagnetic sample results in
either an expulsion or, conversely, in an increased value of the magnetic field
inside the cross junction, which leads to a decrease or an increase in the Hall
voltage, respectively. The detected changes can be compared with the Hall
signal at the reference cross which measures the applied magnetic field H.

4.3 Principle of operation
We have used Hall probes with conductive channel widths W down to 0.2  m,
but for the purpose of studying several sub micrometer samples in the same
run and finding a size dependence in their magnetic response, Hall probes with
W  1  m are found to be most convenient. One of the reasons for using a
2DEG is its large Hall coefficient (1/ne), due to a relatively low concentration

of 2D electrons (n  3  10 cm   ). We note also that the top layer of the heterostructure provides a perfect electrical insulation between the studied samples and the 2DEG, so that any possible variation in the sample conductance
does not directly influence the 2DEG. However, the most important reason for


using a 2DEG in our studies is its high mobility (3  10} cm V  s  , in our
case), such that electrons move ballistically inside the cross junction and experience scattering at the boundaries only. Unlike diffusive transport, ballistic
transport allows straightforward quantitative description of the detected Hall
signal. In the former case, the Hall response depends on the details of the magnetic field distribution B(x,y) inside and near the cross junction and, therefore,
only rapid or oscillatory changes in magnetization can be reliably identified.
In the ballistic regime and in low magnetic fields (such that the size of a cyclotron orbit is larger than W), the following uncomplicated relation appears to
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be valid:
~

7j|L"

(4.1)

i.e., the Hall effect simply measures the average magnetic field in the cross
junction,  B . This result has been obtained analytically for a square junction with sharp corner [11] and extended numerically for square junctions with
rounded corners and rectangular junctions [12]. The average is taken over a
characteristic area S of the cross junction (for a square junction with rounded
corners, S  (W+1.4r) , where r is the radius of the corners [12]). The Hall
coefficient  generally differs from unity due to collimation effects for ballistic electrons, and it is typically 1.2 in our devices with slightly rounded
corners. The average magnetic field  B is B dx dy / S =  / S; i.e., the
measured signal is determined by the flux  through the characteristic area of
the Hall cross. One can easily see that a ballistic Hall probe works exactly as a
micro-fluxmeter, similar to, e.g. SQUIDS, but with a tiny detection loop. For
our smallest devices, S is only 0.1  m . Knowing the average magnetic field
 B  =neR /  , we can define the area magnetization as
8

Uj|

bU

(4.2)

Like with any other fluxmeter, the magnetization signal depends on the filling
factor, i.e., on the ratio between the sample and the junction size. For our diskshaped particles, M is found to vary approximately as   J , in agreement
with straightforward calculations.

4.4

Device characteristics

Figure 4.2 shows examples of the magnetization curves measured on some
of our superconducting samples and the smallest ferromagnetic particle that
we could fabricate by electron-beam lithography. In order to demonstrate that
our technique works even at nitrogen temperatures, where the 2DEG transport
is still ballistic, we present the magnetization curve for a 100 nm ferromagnetic particle at 70 K. Comparison between the amplitudes of the magnetization signals for the ferromagnetic and superconducting particles in Fig. 4.2
shows clearly that much smaller ferromagnetic particles can be investigated
even when using the relatively large 1  m Hall probes
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Figure 4.2: Magnetization of individual ferromagnetic (a) and superconducting
(b) and (c) particles. (a) Ni disk with both diameter and height  100 nm; (b)
and (c) Al disks of approximately the same height and the diameters 0.3 and
1.5  m, respectively.
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In a constant magnetic field, the sensitivity of our measurements was limited by the Johnson noise, in agreement with Ref. [7]. At nitrogen temperatures
our Hall probes with W = 1  m have the series resistance of about  4  and can
sustain currents up to 100  A, thus enabling the field resolution j of about


10  GHz  ED [7]. This yields an impressive flux resolution  = jX"T  }
at 77 K for our non optimized design. In terms of the magnetic moment,
this sensitivity allows us to detect changes  "T   . The flux resolution
slightly improves for smaller probes with W  0.2  m. However, in contrast
to what one might expect from the known temperature dependence of Johnson noise, we did not observe any substantial increase in the sensitivity of the
technique with decreasing temperature down to 0.3 K. At low temperatures,
the flux resolution even decreases due to the fact that the probes appear to be
able to sustain only smaller currents of about 10  A per 1  m width. We note
that such currents heat up the 2DEG to electron temperatures above 20 K, but
this does not cause any notable changes in the sample temperature. The latter
could be detected as a shift in the values of a critical magnetic field in a superconducting sample and were found to be negligibly small even at 0.3 K and for
samples mounted in vacuum (i.e., not immersed in a He bath).
If magnetization is measured versus the applied magnetic field as in
Fig. 4.2, there is an additional source of error due to mesoscopic conductance
fluctuations in the 2DEG at low temperatures. Even at 20 K, the fluctuations
lead to a probe specific background in the Hall signal which can be hard to
distinguish from a sample response, particularly if it is smooth. For superconducting samples, we found it convenient to measure M as the difference
between the Hall signals measured at the same probe just above the superconducting transition temperature of  1.2 K [where  B  =H] and below it. This
allows us to avoid the contribution of the nonlinear background but, in any
case, the field resolution in the sweeping field regime generally decreases to
 0.01 to 0.1 G, depending on the field range.

4.5

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have developed a simple and reliable technique which makes
it possible to study magnetization of individual samples of sub micrometer and
even nanometer size in a very wide range of temperatures. By optimizing the
probe design (higher driving currents at low temperatures, smaller size and se54
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ries resistance), we believe that it is feasible to reach the level of single electron
spin detection.
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Chapter 5
Memory effects in individual sub
micrometer ferromagnets
Abstract
We have used ballistic Hall micromagnetometry to study the magnetization of individual sub micrometer nickel disks (80 nm high;
0.1-1.0  m diameter). At low temperatures, hysteresis loops of the
disks no longer show inversion symmetry in magnetic field, as if
the time reversal symmetry were broken. Furthermore, the magnetization of the smallest disks can be ’frozen’ in two possible states
that are characterized by hysteresis loops which are each other’s
inverse. At temperatures below 19.5 K the magnetic field as high
as 2 T cannot switch between the states, proving that it is extremely
difficult to fully polarize a small ferromagnetic particle. On the
other hand, at slightly higher temperatures (only T  19.8 K), a
field as low as 0.1 T appears to be enough to fully polarize the
disks. We attribute this extraordinary behavior to the glass-liquid
transition experienced by spins at the particle surface.
This work has been published in:
J.G.S. Lok, A.K. Geim, J.C. Maan, S.V. Dubonos, L. Theil Kuhn and P.E. Lindelof, Physical Review B 58, 12201 (1998).

Memory effects in individual sub micrometer ferromagnets

5.1

Mesoscopic ferromagnetism

With the increasing need for high storage density media there has been an increasing research activity in the study of magnetization of small ferromagnetic
particles. From a fundamental point of view measurements of the magnetization of individual small particles are equally interesting, since they can provide
on a microscopic level proof for the various theoretical models for magnetization reversal in larger, more complex systems. Newly developed techniques
such as magnetic force microscopy [1], micro-squids [2] and high resolution
near field optical techniques [3] have provided many interesting new results
on the magnetization reversal in sub micrometer ferromagnetic particles [4–6]
among which experimental demonstration of coherent magnetization reversal
in an ellipsoidal ¡ -Fe O particle [7] and the first experimental proof for Néel
Brown thermally activated magnetization reversal in a single domain particle
with an activation volume equal to the particle volume [8].
We have developed the technique of ballistic Hall micromagnetometry, a
non invasive technique that can be used to study magnetization of sub micrometer ferromagnetic or superconducting particles at any temperature below
77 K [10]. Here we present results on the magnetization of a set of sub micrometer ferromagnetic nickel disks (80 nm high; 0.1-1.0  m diameter). One
of our most surprising results which can not be explained by current theories,
is that at temperatures below 19.8 K the hysteresis loops of our nickel disks
no longer show inversion symmetry, which seems a violation of time reversal symmetry. Furthermore, we observe that the magnetization of the smallest
disks (0.1 and 0.2  m diameter) can be ’frozen’ into two possible states, neither of which show inversion symmetry. Instead, the hysteresis loop associated
with the first state is the inverse of the hysteresis loop associated with the second state. At temperatures below 19.8 K these two states are very stable with
respect to the magnetic field (i.e. application of a static magnetic field of +10 T
or -10 T never flipped the magnetization from one state into the other) showing
that it is very hard to fully polarize the disks. At slightly higher temperatures
on the other hand, a field of only +0.1 T or -0.1 T fully polarizes the disks. The
extremely sharp behavior versus temperature is suggestive of a phase transition, but the associated change in magnetization is smaller than 4  10¢  (the
sensitivity of our technique).
This chapter is organized as follows. First, we briefly describe the fabrication of our samples and magnetometer. Next, the principle of operation of
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5.2 The ballistic Hall micro-magnetometer and the samples
our magnetometer is explained. Finally, we present our measurements with a
discussion of the experimental results.

5.2 The ballistic Hall micro-magnetometer and
the samples
Using a first round of lithography electrical contacts (NiAuGe) are defined onto
a molecular beam epitaxially grown AlGaAs-GaAs heterostructure containing
a two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) only 60 nm below its surface. Subsequently the contacts are annealed at 420 C for 5 minutes. Next, electron
beam lithography is used to pattern a Hall bar into the PMMA-resist spun on
the surface of the heterostructure. After developing the resist the Hall bar is
etched into the heterostructure using wet chemical etching in a 1:1:80 solution
of H O : NH : H 0. Finally, using a last round of electron beam lithography,




the ferromagnetic material is evaporated over our structure and after lift-off
only the material on top of the center of the Hall crosses remains. In this case
the material is nickel and X-ray analysis of a thin film evaporated simultaneously with our samples shows that the material is polycrystalline. Initially
samples were kept in a helium atmosphere but the results discussed below were
not altered after aging the samples in air for four weeks.
Figure 5.1 shows a SEM-micrograph of one of our working devices. It is
a multi terminal wire with an effective width of only 1  m. Nickel disks with
a height of 80 nm and diameters ranging from 1.0 down to 0.1  m appear as
bright spots on top of the center of the four most left Hall crosses. The height
of the disks is monitored during evaporation with a film thickness meter (uncertainty 20 %) while the other dimensions of the disks and magnetometer are
obtained from SEM-micrographs (uncertainty £ 30 nm). The disks are 5  m
apart and thus interactions between them are negligible. Note that there is no
electrical contact between the 2DEG channel and the nickel disks, because the
60 nm non conducting GaAs cap layer provides a perfect electrical insulation.
The out most right cross is left empty to serve as a reference and as a sensor of
the applied magnetic field.
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Figure 5.1: SEM micrograph of one of our working devices. Nickel disks of
various sizes appear as bright spots on top of the center of the Hall crosses.
The
micrograph is taken under an angle, in real life the side arms are
perpendicular
to the current carrying wire.

5.3 Method
The principle of operation of our magnetometer is based on the fact that electrons
moving in a magnetic field experience the Lorenz force and therefore a
Hall-voltage develops in the direction perpendicular to the current. This Hallvoltage
is easily detected using standard low frequency lock in techniques. The
small ferromagnet, which is placed only 60 nm above the 2DEG, produces
an
additional magnetic field in the junction. As is the case for all near field techniques,
we do not measure the magnetization directly. It is the projection of
the extra magnetic field caused by the ferromagnetic disk in the direction
per-pendicular
to the 2DEG that is measured. We have used a 2DEG as a field
sensor (and not an ordinary metal) because of its high mobility so that electrons
move ballistically through the junction. For ballistic transport (unlike
diffusive transport) the Hall voltage is proportional to the average magnetic
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field in the cross [9] and thus after subtracting the contribution to the signal of
the applied magnetic field, the remaining signal is directly proportional to the
magnetization of the disk, i.e.
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where ¿ is the area of the Hall cross and À³Á"Â Ã·¶o¸¹¸¹º is the z-component of the
magnetic field produced by the ferromagnetic disk. For the simple case of a
magnetic field profile that below the disk area is equal to ÄÅ times the saturation
magnetization (Æ@ÇÉÈ¦Ê ) and outside the disk area is equal to zero, the response
of our magnetometer depends quadratically on the diameter of the disk ( Ë ) and
Ó Ö ÄÅÆ7ÇÉÈ¦Ê¹ØoÅËÙ ( ÚÛÒÝÜ ). For uniformly magnetized
is given by: ÌÎÍ³ÏKÈ¦ÐÑÐKÒÔÕ×
disks placed 60 nm above the 2DEG, the functional dependence is still approximately quadratic (for diameters Þ 0.8 ß the width of the 2DEG channel).
However, due to fluxline closure and the finite distance between the particle and
the 2DEG, the numerical factor is significantly modified ( ÚSÒLà;á=àJÄJâäãaàJáåàJàÄ ).
Finally, the large Hall coefficient of the 2DEG assures easily detectable signals. At liquid nitrogen temperature we have reached for our 1 æ mÙ -crosses a
sensitivity that is limited by the Johnson noise which corresponds to 10 çè×éëê
or less than 10è æ ì . In order to circumvent significant degradation of sensitivity at lower temperatures (arising from universal conductance fluctuations),
we use a high excitation current (typically 3-5 æ A) by which we heat up our
electron gas to temperatures of about 20-30 K. Note that this is the effective
temperature of electrons in the 2DEG. We verified that the disks are not influenced by this high current and that over the entire temperature range studied
(0.3 - 77 K) the disks remain at the set base temperature of our insert. We want
to stress that this technique is completely non invasive and for further details
we refer to Ref. [10]. The magnetic fields used in this study are produced either by a superconducting magnet or by an electro magnet, sweep rates range
from 30-0.7 (Gauss/s) and the measurements were performed with the magnetometer either at the end of a cold finger of a í He variable temperature insert
or immersed directly into the í He liquid or gas (depending on temperature).
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Figure 5.2: Hysteresis loops for three nickel disks (80 nm high; 400, 200 and
100 nm diameter respectively) measured at 4.2 K, clearly showing the absence
of inversion symmetry. Curves for 400 nm disk are offset +20 G, curves for
100 nm disk are offset -20 G.
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5.4 Low temperature magnetization of mesoscopic ferromagnets
Figure 5.2 shows the hysteresis loops obtained for three nickel disks with diameters of respectively 400, 200 and 100 nm at liquid helium temperature after
subtraction of the background that is due to the penetration of the applied magnetic field through the cross. The magnetic field is applied along the axis of the
disk (i.e. perpendicular to the 2DEG) within about 4 degrees, but the results
presented are not sensitive to the exact orientation of the magnetic field and are
reproducible after remounting and thermal cycling to room temperature. The
hysteresis loops presented in Fig. 5.2 are characterized by small jumps followed by a smooth increase of the magnetization in the region in between the
jumps. The small jumps correspond either to a rearrangement of the domain
structure in the particle [4] or to the depinning of a single domain wall jumping
from one local minimum (where it was pinned) to the next, while the smooth
increase of the magnetization is due to the free movement of a domain wall
through the crystal, in such a way that domains with a magnetization oriented
in the direction of the magnetic field grow at the expense of less favorably
oriented domains. The field over which the disks show coercivity increases
with increasing diameter of the disk because of the increasing demagnetization
factor and this is merely a magnetostatic effect. Furthermore, we observe that
the amplitude of the magnetization signal increases quadratically with increasing disk diameter. From a least squares fit to the experimental data with the
saturation magnetization as the only fitting parameter, we deduce a value of
the saturation magnetization of nickel of 430 ã 50 Gauss, which is in good
agreement with the value of 400 Gauss found in literature [11] for unannealed
nickel. The error in the saturation magnetization is partly due to the data scatter
and partly due to the inaccuracy by which the various dimensions of the sample
and the magnetometer are known.
The second observation is that the two smallest disks do not show any coercivity in the region around zero applied magnetic field. This probably indicates
a flux-closure domain structure arrangement in these particles as was observed
for thin, rectangular polycrystalline permalloy particles in Ref. [4]. For nickel
disks with a diameter greater than 300 nm we always observe that the hysteresis
loop in zero applied magnetic field has opened up, in agreement with previous
investigations on small particles [2, 4].
Figure 5.2 also presents our main result: the hysteresis loops of the three
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disks do not show inversion symmetry, i.e. when mirrored in the origin they do
not map onto themselves. Even when we start from a very large positive field
of + 10 T (which is ó 500 times the anisotropy field of nickel and ó 20 times
the bulk saturation field) and sweep to a very large negative field of -10 T, the
magnetization curve is not the same as that from a sweep in the opposite direction when mirrored in the origin. Instead exactly identical hysteresis loops as
those presented in Fig. 5.2 are measured. This absence of inversion symmetry
in the hysteresis loops is in obvious disagreement with the expected field reversal symmetry and it is only observed at low temperatures. At temperatures
above 19.8 to 25 K hysteresis loops for the different disks do show the expected
inversion symmetry (see Fig. 5.3 top panel curve measured at 19.8 K).
One could argue that since our crosses are not completely symmetric on
a microscopic scale [12] and since a Hall resistance measures an off-diagonal
element of the Onsager-Casimir matrix, the Hall resistance is in general not
identical when mirrored in the origin [13] and that irregularities in the 2DEG
arising at low temperatures cause the observed absence of inversion symmetry in the hysteresis loops. However, we verified that this is not the case by
interchanging voltage and current contacts upon reversing the magnetic field
polarity. For the empty crosses the Hall resistance measured at a positive field
is equal to the Hall resistance measured at negative field when current and
voltage contacts are interchanged, while for crosses with disks on top we still
measure the same hysteresis loops as those presented in Figure 5.2 [14].
Moreover, for the smallest disk we observe an even more drastic effect. At
temperatures below 19.8 K the hysteresis loop for this disk no longer shows
inversion symmetry. Instead, the magnetization of the disk is frozen in one
of two possible states that are characterized by hysteresis loops that are each
others inverse. The top panel of Figure 5.3 shows the hysteresis loops measured
at 19.8 K and at 5 K after cooling (from 19.8 K) in respectively a magnetic
field of +0.05 T and -0.05 T. The hysteresis loop measured at 19.8 K shows
the expected inversion symmetry, i.e. when mirrored in the origin it maps onto
itself (note that the curves in Fig. 5.3 are offset vertically). For either one of the
two hysteresis loops measured at 5 K this is no longer the case. Furthermore,
if we denote the hysteresis loop after cooling in a positive field with M(B), the
loop after cooling in a negative field is -M(-B). This can be more easily seen in
the bottom panel of Figure 5.3 which plots the difference between a sweep up
and a sweep down. At 5 K the difference obtained after cooling in a positive
field is the mirrored image of that obtained after cooling in a negative field. In
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Figure 5.3: Upper panel: Hysteresis loops for the 100 nm nickel disk at 19.8 K
(showing the expected inversion symmetry) and at 5 K after cooling in a positive field (+B) and after cooling in a negative field (-B). Lower panel: The
difference in measured signal between a sweep up and a sweep down, to further illustrate that the hysteresis loops measured at 5 K are each others inverse.
(Curves are offset vertically for clarity)
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order to quantify how well these hysteresis loops are each others inverse, we
define a correlation factor
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where Q = 0 for perfect agreement and Q = 1 for no correlation. For both sweep
directions we obtain Q Þ 0.03. For comparison, the corresponding quality factor for curves measured at temperatures above 19.8 K, is always between 0.01
and 0.03. Furthermore, numerous cool downs from temperatures above 19.8 K
in different magnetic fields (between -10 T and +10 T) always lead to hysteresis
loops that are either M(B) or -M(-B) (depending on the magnetic field polarity
in the expected way). Also, at 16 K repeatedly applying a (static) magnetic
field of + or -10 T never flipped the magnetization of the disk from one state
into the other nor did a (static) field of + or -2 T at 19.5 K, while at 19.8 K the
hysteresis loop has become inversion-symmetric on applying a magnetic field
as low as 0.1 T. Cooling from 19.8 K in a small positive (negative) field of only
+0.05 T (-0.05 T) always flips the magnetization into the +B state (-B state).
For the 200 nm disk we observed the same effect (i.e. two possible hysteresis loops that are each others inverse), although the temperature at which
the hysteresis loop of this disk becomes inversion symmetric is slightly higher
(24 K). Also for this disk it was not possible to use the magnetic field to change
from one hysteresis loop to the other at temperatures below that at which the
hysteresis loop shows inversion symmetry (24 K).

5.5

The low temperature pinning mechanism

From the extraordinary behavior of the smallest nickel disk we can conclude
that at temperatures below 19.5 K (16 K) a magnetic field of ã 2 T ( ã 10 T) does
not destroy the ’memory’ of this disk, as it still ’remembers’ in which state it
has frozen its magnetization. This unambiguously proves that at temperatures
below 19.8 K the smallest disk is not fully polarized by applying these huge
magnetic fields and thus that at 19.5 K (16 K) the initial state in a magnetic
field of +2 T (+10 T) is not the mirrored image of the state in a magnetic
field of -2 T (-10 T) (i.e. not all spins in the disk are reversed). In view of
this remarkable result the above observed absence of inversion symmetry in
the hysteresis loops of the disks at low temperatures is due to an incomplete
polarization of the disks.
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Furthermore, we can estimate from the temperature dependence an upperlimit to the amount of magnetic moment with a spin opposite to the field direction by comparing thermal and magnetostatic energies. At 19.5 K an applied
magnetic field of 2 T is not enough to overcome the barrier that separates the
state of incomplete polarization from the state of complete polarization. On the
other hand, a change in temperature as small as 0.3 K is enough to overcome
this barrier. If the barrier itself does not depend on temperature then the change
in thermal energy (kìëÌ T = 4.1 ß 10 ç Ù è J) is larger than the change in magnetostatic energy that is gained by applying 2 T extra magnetic field (M åÌ B).
This poses an upperlimit to the amount of anti-polarized magnetic moment of
only 0.22 æì . Similar reasoning for 10 T extra applied magnetic field at 16 K
leads to a slightly higher value of 0.6 æì . So far we assumed that internal and
applied magnetic field are equal. We note that microscopically inhomogeneous
distribution of the magnetic field near edges of the particle or pits in the particle surface may lead to considerable demagnetization fields. However, even
when we assume that the local internal field at the position of the non polarized
spins is only 1 percent of the applied magnetic field, still a magnetic moment
of less than 22 æ ì is involved. This corresponds to a reversed spin on less than
36 nickel atoms or a volume of reversed spins of less than 0.4 nmí .
Of course on this small a length scale the above reasoning is too simplistic,
since M will not be uniform and since there will be a gradual change in the angle between successive spins further away from the center of the anti-polarized
part. Nevertheless, we can exclude the possibility that so called vestigial domains that have been observed in macroscopic samples near sharp corners or
scratches on the surface and that persist in applied magnetic fields that are
somewhat larger than the quoted saturation fields [15], are responsible for the
’memory’ of our disks.
Instead the behavior versus temperature is suggestive of a phase transition
(i.e. a temperature dependent barrier). We therefore analyzed more carefully
hysteresis loops measured after cooling in various positive and negative magnetic fields yet under otherwise identical experimental conditions, but found
that they overlap within our experimental resolution of 4 ß 10è æ ì . Furthermore, temperature sweeps during which the temperature is slowly increased to
above 19.8 K and which are measured in a constant applied magnetic field of
0.1 T after the sample had been cooled in + or -2 T, do not reveal any jump in
magnetization within the noise level (5 ß 10íäæì ), confirming that the amount
of unpolarized magnetic moment is truly nanoscopic.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic drawing of the two possible flux-closure domain structure arrangements in the smallest disks in zero applied magnetic field. Arrows
indicate the direction of the magnetization in the domains.

From experiments on collections of nanometer sized particles [16–18] it is
known that field cooling can drastically alter the magnetic properties of collections of small particles. In particular, field cooling can result in shifted
hysteresis loops or enhanced magnetic moments and this has been attributed
to behavior of spins located at the (possibly oxidized) surface of the particles
that freeze below a certain temperature into a spin glass like layer in which
their orientation is pinned along the direction of the magnetic field that was
applied during cool down. A spin glass like phase transition can explain the
fact that for the different particles studied, the hysteresis loop becomes symmetric at slightly different temperatures (between 19.8 and 25 K). Also, in a
disordered oxidized surface layer, canted spins serve as nucleation centers for
domain walls and this explains different hysteresis loops after field cooling. On
the other hand, we note that if the surface of our 100 nm disk were atomically
flat (which it certainly is not), still 1.3 percent of the atoms would be at the
particle surface which corresponds to a magnetic moment of about 4 ß 10æ ì .
Considering the above quoted detection limit, this would imply that at most
only 10 percent of the total magnetic moment carried by the surface spins is
frozen in the spin glass.
Finally, we want to comment on the remarkable observation of two possible
hysteresis loops in one particle that are each other’s inverse. As stated above
this effect is observed only for the smallest disks. The hysteresis loop of these
disks does not show coercivity in zero applied magnetic field and this points to
a flux-closure domain structure in the particle schematically sketched in Figure 5.4. By arranging domains in a more or less head-to-tail alignment in the
plane of the disk, the particle avoids free poles at its surface and thus minimizes
its free energy. At high temperatures when the hysteresis loop shows field reversal symmetry, if in zero applied magnetic field this flux-closure domain
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structure is clockwise and we sweep the magnetic field down to zero after applying a ’saturation’ field of +0.1 or +0.25 T, the counter clockwise flux-closure
domain structure appears. After applying a saturation field of -0.1 or -0.25 T,
again in zero field the clockwise flux-closure domain structure appears. On the
other hand, at low temperatures when the hysteresis loop no longer shows field
reversal symmetry, we believe the ’frozen’ surface spins to serve as nucleation
centers for domain walls in such a manner that after cooling in a positive field,
both on sweeping the magnetic field up through zero as well as down through
zero the clockwise flux-closure domain structure appears, while after cooling
in a negative magnetic field, always the counter clockwise flux-closure domain
structure is present in zero applied magnetic field (or vice versa of course). So
the pinning mechanism active in the particle at low temperatures breaks the
field reversal symmetry, but on application of a positive magnetic field to the
clockwise flux-closure domain structure exactly the same domain wall movements or annihilations will occur as on application of a negative magnetic field
to the counter clockwise flux-closure domain structure and thus part of the symmetry is recovered. Provided there is a strong pinning mechanism, the model
described above naturally explains the observation of two possible hysteresis
loops in one particle that are each others inverse.

5.6 Conclusions
In conclusion we have investigated the magnetization of individual sub micrometer polycrystalline nickel disks using the technique of ballistic Hall micromagnetometry. At low temperatures (T ÞLó 20 K) we observed that the hysteresis loops of the nickel disks no longer show inversion symmetry. Furthermore, we showed for the two smallest disks investigated the existence of two
possible states of the magnetization (within one disk) which are characterized
by hysteresis loops that are each other’s inverse. An applied magnetic field of
10 T never flipped the magnetization from one state into the other, proving that
it is very difficult to fully polarize the disks at low temperatures. The pinning
of the magnetization in these disks shows a behavior versus temperature and
magnetic field that is suggestive of a phase transition experienced by spins at
the particle surface.
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Chapter 6
Thermally activated annihilation of
an individual domain in sub
micrometer nickel particles
Abstract
We have used the technique of ballistic Hall micromagnetometry
to study the annihilation process of an individual domain in sub micrometer ferromagnetic nickel disks. The technique allows to detect changes in magnetization as low as 5  10è æ ì over a wide range
of temperatures (0.3 Þ T Þ 77 K). At low temperatures (T Þ 6 K) deviations from thermally activated switching occur, while at higher
temperatures (6 Þ T Þ 77 K) the annihilation of a domain can be described by thermal activation over a single energy barrier.

6.1 Individual domains in ferromagnetic particles
Since the postulation of domains by Weiss [1] to explain ferromagnetism an
overwhelming amount of experimental evidence has been presented that supports his postulation and nowadays the domain concept is treated in all textbooks as a key point in our understanding of ferromagnetism. About the details of the nucleation or annihilation processes of an individual domain in
This work has been submitted by:
J.G.S. Lok, A.K. Geim, U. Wyder, J.C. Maan, and S.V. Dubonos.

Thermally activated annihilation of an individual domain in sub micrometer
nickel particles
a ferromagnetic particle much less experimental information is available because of the technological difficulties in detecting the small magnetic moment
associated with a single domain. With the ongoing development of new measurement techniques however, more experimental information becomes available. In Ref. [2] a magnetic force microscope has been used to study switching
of the magnetization in a single domain  -F eO particle at room temperaÙ
í
ture, while in Ref. [3] micro-squids are used for extensive measurements of
the nucleation/annihilation processes of individual domains in nickel cylinders
at temperatures below 8 K. Furthermore, in Ref. [4] resistance measurements
have been used to study the nucleation process of the first domain which enters
into a nickel wire.
We present additional measurements on domain wall annihilation in three
sub micrometer nickel particles at temperatures between 0.3 and 77 K using
the technique of ballistic Hall micromagnetometry. At temperatures between
6 and 77 K the data for two of our particles are well described by thermally
activated annihilation over a single energy barrier. Below 6 K, however, clear
deviation from thermal activation is observed. For our third particle the temperature dependence of the escape field is clearly flatter than that predicted by
the thermally activated switching model.

6.2

Magnetometer, method and samples

Our ballistic Hall magnetometer consists of a 1 æ m wide wire with a set of perpendicular side arms fabricated (using electron beam lithography) from a conventional AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure containing a two dimensional electron
gas only 60 nm below its surface (Fig. 6.1). The principle of operation of the
magnetometer is based on the fact that electrons moving in a magnetic field
experience the Lorenz force and therefore a Hall voltage develops in the direction perpendicular to the current. This Hall voltage is easily detected using the
standard lock-in technique. On top of the cross sub micrometer ferromagnetic
nickel disks are evaporated which produce a small additional magnetic field in
the cross. For ballistic Hall probes the Hall voltage is proportional to the average magnetic field in the cross and thus after subtracting the contribution to the
signal from the (known) applied magnetic field, the remaining signal is directly
proportional to the magnetization of the disk. We have reached a sensitivity of
5  10í æ ì at liquid nitrogen temperatures and of 5  10è æ ì at liquid helium tem74
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Figure 6.1: SEM micro graph of one of our devices. Nickel disks of various
sizes appear as bright spots on top of the center of the Hall crosses.

peratures and this is sufficient to study the switching of individual domains
in
the ferromagnetic nickel disks. For further details we refer to Ref. [5].
The magnetic fields used in this study are produced by either an electromagnet
or a superconducting magnet. Hysteresis loops such as those shown in
Fig. 6.2 were produced by slowly sweeping the applied magnetic field (sweep
rate of 0.5 Gauss/s). The temperature of the sample was controlled by a PIDcontrol
unit and at all temperatures the stability is better than 2% or 40 mK
(which ever is largest).
Below we present measurements on three disk-shaped, poly-crystalline
nickel particles. The height of the disks is 80 nm. Disk1 and disk2 have a
diameter of 100 nm, while disk3 has a twice larger diameter.
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6.3

Thermally activated domain annihilation over
a single energy barrier

Annihilation (or nucleation) of a domain wall can be described by thermally
assisted escape from (into) a potential well, the depth of which can be changed
by varying the applied magnetic field. When slowly increasing the magnetic
field, thermally assisted escape from this well leads to an intrinsic uncertainty
in the precise value of the magnetic field at which a domain annihilates, e.g.
when repeating a measurement of this escape field under identical experimental
conditions a slightly different value will be measured. Furthermore, when the
temperature is increased, the thermal energy of a domain wall increases and
therefore it is expected to annihilate already at lower applied magnetic field.
For the analysis of our data we will use the model of Kurkijärvi [8] originally developed for phase slip events occurring in Josephson junctions and
subsequently employed to describe the temperature dependence of the escape
field of a domain wall [3, 9, 10] from a potential well. The model assumes that
the attempt rate for escaping from the potential well is thermally activated and
given by:
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with ê the attempt rate at zero temperature and  Ö% Ø the magnetic field dependent depth of the potential well. The probability of not having escaped from
the well is then given by:
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For measurements of the escape field made at a constant sweep rate of the magnetic field, the time dependence of this probability can be converted into a magnetic field dependence. This leads to a distribution of escape fields  Ö% Ø , which
is the product of the probability of escaping in the field interval [H,H+dH] and
the probability of not having escaped from the potential well yet at magnetic
field H.
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6.4 Temperature dependence of the escape fields
For the magnetic field dependence of the energy barrier that needs to be overcome in order to escape from the potential well, a simple analytical approximation is used.
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where ê is the (extrapolated) magnitude of the barrier in zero applied magnetic field and  ê is the field value at which the domain escapes from the
potential well at zero temperature. According to Ref. [11] the numerical constant Ú equals 1.5. From formula’s 6.3 and 6.4 the temperature dependence of
the mean value of the escape field is calculated to be:
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With the above formula and neglecting the magnetic field dependent part in
the denominator of the logarithmic term [12], we fitted the temperature dependence of the magnetic field at which the last domain in the particle is annihilated.

6.4 Temperature dependence of the escape fields
Figure 6.2 shows the hysteresis loops of a nickel disk with a diameter of 100
nm measured at various temperatures, but with constant sweep rate of the magnetic field, which is oriented perpendicularly to the disk. The hysteresis loops
are characterized by small jumps, followed by a smooth increase of the magnetization in the region in between jumps. The jumps in magnetization correspond either to the rearrangement of the complete domain structure in the
disk or to the depinning of a domain wall, that jumps from one minimum to
the next during this process. The smooth increase of the magnetization in the
region in between the jumps corresponds to the free movement of a domain
wall through the crystal in such a manner that domains with a magnetization
oriented along the direction of the magnetic field grow at the expense of less
favorably oriented domains.
We have investigated a number of nickel disks and for disks with a diameter smaller than ó 250 nm we systematically observe the absence of coercivity
in zero applied magnetic field. This indicates a zero-field flux-closure domain
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Figure 6.2: Hysteresis loops of one of our nickel disks (diameter 100 nm)
measured (from top to bottom) at 65, 50, 35, 20 and 5 K respectively. Curves
are offset vertically for clarity.
structure in the particle [7]. Furthermore, at temperatures below 20 K the hysteresis loops presented in Figure 6.2 do not show inversion symmetry with
respect to magnetic field and we have previously argued that this is due to a
very strong pinning mechanism presumably caused by a ’freezing’ of the spins
in the oxidized (anti-ferromagnetic) surface layer into a spin glass [6].
Finally, Figure 6.2 clearly shows that the value of the magnetic field at
which the last jump in magnetization occurs strongly depends on temperature,
i.e. the higher the temperature the lower the escape field.
Figure 6.3 plots the precise values of the escape fields for all three disks as a
function of temperature [13]. The circles and squares are our experimental data
and the lines are fits using the model described above. The magnitude of the
escape field for disk3 (diameter 200 nm) is much higher than that for disk1 and
disk2 (diameter 100 nm), because of its larger demagnetization factor. Also
the steepness of the escape field versus temperature curve is rather different,
but this can be accounted for by a different height of the relevant energy barrier
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that needs to be overcome in order to reach the state of full polarization.
For disk1 and disk3, the fits using the Kurkijärvi-model describe our data
fairly well. For disk1 at temperatures above 45 K there is a large deviation,
which is caused by the disappearance of the ”last” domain in the disk (see
Fig. 6.2) and the subsequent appearance of a small jump at a higher magnetic
field (not shown in Fig. 6.3, but visible on the 65 K-curve in Fig. 6.2). For
disk2 on the other hand, the model gives a poor fit to the data.
At low temperatures the escape field data for all disks clearly deviate from
the Kurkijärvi-model. This deviation from the fit is accompanied by an apparent increase in the data scatter, i.e. in the width of the escape field distribution
as is shown in Figure 6.3. This apparent increase, however, is due to a splitting of the escape field into (at least) three well separated fields at which the
last domain can be annihilated. By contrast, we found no indication for such
splitting at higher temperatures (T=40 K).

6.5 Discussion
At temperatures above 6 K the annihilation of the last domain in disk1 and
disk3 is well described by thermal activation over a single energy barrier, while
for disk2 this is clearly not the case. Instead at higher temperatures the escape
field has a weaker temperature dependence, while at intermediate temperatures
it is steeper than predicted. A possible reason for such temperature dependence
may be i) that for this disk the last jump in magnetization corresponds to the
depinning of a domain wall by a crystal imperfection or impurity and not to an
escape from an ideal magnetostatically thermodynamically metastable state or
ii) that more than one energy barrier is involved in the escape process from such
a thermodynamically metastable state. The presence of more than one energy
barrier leads to a modification in the probability of not switching (formula 6.2)
because the attempt rate needs to be multiplied with a temperature dependent
factor that takes into account the different weights of the various energy barriers involved in the annihilation process. In principle the time dependence of
this probability can be measured [3] by repeatedly sweeping to a fixed field
just below the escape field, monitoring the time till annihilation, and, finally,
constructing the P(t)-curve. Due to our limited time resolution (3 datapoints/s),
however, such experiments would be extremely time consuming and therefore
they are not performed here.
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Figure 6.3: Escape field of the last jump in magnetization of the disks versus
temperature. The lines are fits using the Kurkijärvi-model, the dots and squares
the experimental data. The inset shows the distribution of escape fields for
disk1 at a temperature of 1 K.
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6.6 Conclusions
The data for disk1 and disk3, which at ”high” temperatures follow the
Kurkijärvi-model, clearly deviate from the predictions of this model at low
temperatures (TÞ 6 K). Similar deviations have been observed previously below 5 K in the width of the distribution of the nucleation field of the first domain which enters into an evaporated nickel wire [4], and this was attributed to
macroscopic quantum tunneling of the magnetization through the energy barrier. In our disks this seems not to be the case. A measurement of the escape
field distribution at 1 K, reveals that there are several nearly identical magnetic
fields at which the domain annihilation can occur. This suggests the presence
of several nearly identical energy barriers that need to be overcome to reach
the state of full polarization or it suggests that at low temperatures not always
the metastable state with exactly the lowest free energy is reached (although
the magnitude of the last jump is constant within the noise level of 10ÿæì ).
Both of these possibilities can be caused by frustrated spins in the oxidized
anti-ferromagnetic surface layer and we think it more likely that either one of
them causes the deviation rather than macroscopic quantum tunneling. Similar
conclusions were drawn from extensive switching field measurements on narrow nickel cylinders [3] which also revealed deviations from thermal activation
over a single energy barrier at low temperatures (T Þ 1 K).
Finally, we note that both the width of the escape field distribution as well
as the temperature below which deviation from thermal activation over a single energy barrier occur, differ somewhat in the above mentioned experiments
all of which are performed on nickel particles. In Ref. [3] the width of the
distribution at 6 K is less than 1 Gauss, while in the experiments in Ref. [4]
and in our experiments this is 3-4 Gauss. At the same time, deviations from
the Kurkijärvi-model occur below 1 K in the first mentioned work, while in
the latter and in our experiment this cross-over temperature is much higher (56 K). This could suggest a common origin, possibly the level of oxidation of
the surface in combination with the surface to volume ratio of the particles.

6.6 Conclusions
In conclusion we have shown that the annihilation of the last domain in ferromagnetic particles can, over a wide temperature interval, be described as a
thermally activated process over a single energy barrier. At low temperatures
(TÞ 6 K) a clear deviation is observed, which can be due to the fact that at low
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temperatures not always the meta-stable state with the lowest free energy is
reached or due to the presence of several nearly identical energy barriers, both
of which lead to various nearly identical reversal paths that can be taken.
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Summary
This thesis describes a number of experiments in which a two dimensional
electron gas is probed (chapter 2) or used as a probe (chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6).
In the first two chapters a double-barrier resonant tunneling device is used to
perform magneto-tunneling spectroscopy. In these experiments the transport of
electrons is in the direction perpendicular to the 2D system and the quantized
energy levels in this 2D system are used as a sensitive probe. In the remaining
chapters, on the other hand, the transport of electrons is in the plane of the 2D
system. The Hall effect that is due to ballistic electron flow in a narrow 2D
channel is used for extremely accurate magnetization measurements of mesoscopic ferromagnetic (and superconducting) particles which are deposited on
top of the 2D channel.
Chapter 2 describes the experiments which use an empty 2D level in a
quantum well to probe the filled 2D level in the accumulation layer adjacent
to it. In high magnetic fields and at low temperatures, when the kinetic energy is quenched to an unimportant constant and the Coulomb forces dominate
completely the behavior of the system, we unambiguously show that the extraction of one electron out of the filled 2D level, cost an additional energy
which is associated with the many-body perturbation left behind in the filled
2D level. Comparison between different samples reveals an increase in the additional energy on density. Furthermore, as the temperature is increased, this
additional energy decreases exponentially, which suggests that the many-body
perturbation consists of phonon-like excitations in the strongly correlated electron liquid. Neither the exponential decrease with temperature nor the details
of the magnetic field dependence of the additional energy are understood theoretically.
In chapter 3 the quantized energy level in a 2DEG formed in the accumulation layer of a double-barrier resonant tunneling device is used to probe
the ground state energy of the so called D ç ion. This D ç ion is a singly
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charged donor atom that binds two additional electrons. It is the simplest
not-analytically solvable many-body problem in quantum mechanics, and until
now all experimental information about this donor state had come exclusively
from optical measurements. We have used resonant magneto-tunneling spectroscopy to probe directly the magnetic field dependence of the ground state
energy of the D ç ion. Our ground state energy data show good agreement with
the state of the art theoretical calculations. For the amplitude of the impurityresonances no satisfactory agreement between theory and experiment is found,
which most likely is due to the neglecting of the perturbation of the initial state
in the 2DEG by the impurity.
Chapter 4 presents a novel, non-invasive technique for measuring magnetization of extremely small particles. The sensitivity of this so-called ballistic
Hall micromagnetometer is demonstrated and compared with other magnetization measurement techniques. Also the limitations of the technique are discussed. As an example we present the high temperature (70 K) magnetization
of a (ferromagnetic) nickel particle with a volume less than 0.0007 æ mí and the
low temperature (0.4 K) magnetization of a ten times larger (superconducting)
aluminum particle.
Some low temperature magnetization loops of small ferromagnetic particles are presented in chapter 5. Below 20 K the hysteresis loops of our nickel
particles are no longer inversion symmetric, i.e. when mirrored in the origin,
their hysteresis loop does not map onto itself. It is shown that this effect arises
from the magnetization of the particles and is not an artifact of our measurement technique. A comparison between the magnetic field dependence and the
temperature dependence of this effect allows us to conclude that a phase transition occurs around 20 K, possibly in the anti-ferromagnetic NiO surface layer.
The magnetic moment involved in this transition, however, is smaller than our
detection limit (4 ß 10è æì ).
Finally, chapter 6 deals with the temperature dependence of the magnetic
field at which the last domain in the small ferromagnetic particles is annihilated. It is shown that for two of our particles and over a wide range of temperatures (6-80 K), the domain annihilation can be described as a thermally
activated process over a single energy barrier. Below 6 K significant deviations
from thermal activation over a single energy barrier are observed. These deviations are accompanied by a splitting of the distribution of the annihilation
fields in a number of discrete field values and are not the result of macroscopic
quantum tunneling of the magnetization through the energy barrier.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift beschrijft een aantal experimenten waarin een tweedimensionaal elektronen gas (2DEG) een centrale rol speelt. In hoofdstuk 2
wordt onderzoek gedaan naar de eigenschappen van het 2DEG zelf, terwijl in
de hoofdstukken 3, 4, 5 en 6 het 2DEG wordt gebruikt als onderzoeksmiddel.
In de experimenten die in de eerste twee hoofdstukken worden beschreven, is
gebruik gemaakt van een dubbele-barrière resonante tunneldiode om magnetotunnel-spectroscopie te bedrijven. In deze experimenten is het transport van
de elektronen loodrecht of het twee-dimensionale elektronen systeem. Het gequantiseerde energieniveau in het 2D-systeem wordt gebruikt als een nauwkeurige probe. Daarentegen is in de rest van dit proefschrift het transport van de
elektronen in de richting van het 2D-vlak. Het Hall effect dat ontstaat ten gevolge van de ballistische propagatie van elektronen in een smal 2D-kanaaltje,
wordt gebruikt om heel nauwkeurig de magnetisatie te meten van mesoscopische ferromagnetische en supergeleidende deeltjes die bovenop het smalle
kanaaltje zijn geplaatst.
In hoofdstuk 2 worden experimenten beschreven waarbij het lege 2Dniveau in een quantum put wordt gebruikt om het gevulde 2D-niveau in de
accumulatie-laag te onderzoeken. We tonen aan dat in hoge magneetvelden
en bij lage temperaturen, waar de kinetische energie volledig verwaarloosbaar is en de Coulomb-wisselwerking het gedrag van de elektronen volledig bepaalt, voor het wegnemen van één elektron uit het gevulde 2D-niveau
een extra energie nodig is. Deze extra energie is geassocieerd met de lokale
veeldeeltjes-verstoring die het tunnelende elektron achterlaat in het gevulde
systeem. De extra energie is groter in structuren met een hogere dichtheid.
Tevens neemt zij exponentieel af met toenemende temperatuur. Dit suggereert
dat de veeldeeltjes-verstoring bestaat uit phonon-achtige excitaties in het sterk
wisselwerkende elektronensysteem. Zowel voor de exponentiële afname met
stijgende temperatuur als voor de precieze magneetveldafhankelijkheid bestaat
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momenteel geen goede theorie.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de energie van de grondtoestand van het zogeheten D ç ion onderzocht met behulp van het gequantiseerde energieniveau in
het 2DEG, dat ontstaat in de accumulatielaag van een dubbele-barrière resonante tunneldiode. Het D ç ion is een enkelvoudig positief geladen atoom
dat twee electronen bindt. Het is het eenvoudigste, niet-analytisch oplosbare
veeldeeltjes-systeem uit de quantummechanica. Tot nu toe was alle experimentele informatie over deze toestand afkomstig uit optische metingen. Wij hebben resonante tunnelspectroscopie gebruikt voor het onderzoek naar de magneetveldafhankelijkheid van de energie van de grondtoestand van het D ç ion.
Onze experimentele waarnemingen komen, voor zover ze betrekking hebben
op de energie van de grond toestand, goed overeen met de modernste theoretische berekeningen. De amplitude van de impurity-resonanties is minder goed
in overeenstemming met de gebruikte theorie. Dit komt waarschijnlijk omdat
de theorie de verstoring van de begin toestand van het electron in het 2DEG
door het positief geladen atoom niet in rekening brengt.
Een geheel nieuwe, niet-verstorende techniek om de magnetisatie van een
enkel, extreem klein deeltje te meten, wordt in hoofdstuk 4 uit de doeken gedaan. We bespreken de gevoeligheid van deze zogeheten ballistische Hallmicromagnetometer en vergelijken deze nieuwe meettechniek met bekende
technieken om magnetisatie te meten. Ook geven we kort aan wat de grenzen zijn van deze techniek. We presenteren twee voorbeelden: 1) de magnetisatie van een (ferromagnetisch) nickel deeltje met een volume dat kleiner is
dan 0.0007 æ mí bij een relatief hoge temperatuur (70 K) en 2) de magnetisatie van een tien keer zo groot (supergeleidend) aluminium deeltje bij een lage
temperatuur (0.4 K).
Een aantal hystereselusjes van kleine ferromagnetische deeltje wordt getoond in hoofdstuk 5. Bij temperaturen beneden ongeveer 20 K zijn deze lusjes
niet meer inversie-symmetrisch. Dit wil zeggen dat ze niet in zichzelf overgaan
wanneer ze worden gespiegeld in de oorsprong. We tonen aan dat dit effect
wordt veroorzaakt door de magnetisatie van de deeltjes en dat het niet het gevolg is van het niet-ideale karakter van onze magnetometer. Een vergelijking
van de magneetveld- en de temperatuurafhankelijkheid leidt tot de conclusie
dat er rond de 20 K een faseovergang plaatsvindt. Het magnetisch moment dat
gemoeid is met deze faseovergang is echter kleiner dan de gevoeligheid van
onze magnetometer (4 ß 10è¨æ ì ).
De grootte van het magneetveld waarop het laatste domein verdwijnt uit
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de kleine ferromagnetische deeltjes, hangt af van de temperatuur. Dit wordt
beschreven in hoofdstuk 6 waar we metingen aan deze temperatuurafhankelijkheid presenteren. Tevens introduceren we een model dat het verdwijnen
van het laatste domein beschrijft als een thermisch geactiveerd proces over een
enkele energie-barrière. Het blijkt dat dit model over een groot temperatuurbereik (6-80 K) een goede beschrijving geeft voor twee van onze deeltjes. Bij
lage temperaturen (T Þ 6 K) is er echter een significante afwijking van de voorspelling van het model. Tegelijkertijd blijkt dat er bij deze lage temperaturen
een opsplitsing optreedt in de distributie van de velden waarop het laatste domein verdwijnt. Derhalve is deze afwijking niet het gevolg van macroscopisch
quantumtunnelen van de magnetisatie door de energie-barrière.
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